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Neurosoft announces collaboration with STOPANSKA BANKA AD – Skopje 
 

 
Neurosoft S.A. - a premier software house, listed on AIM Italia market (GRS802003004, Reuters 
NRST.MI, Bloomberg NRST:IM) to which Integrae SIM is the Nominated Adviser – announces  its 
collaboration with Stopanska Banka AD member of NBG Group, providing its second generation end-
to-end factoring software solution, Proxima+, to best serve the bank’s needs within the central 
installation of the Group.  
 

The contract concerns the implementation and customization of Neurosoft’s Proxima+, to support the 
launch - in January 2016 - and operation of the new product - Factoring, now being introduced by 
Stopanska Banka to the local market, bringing additional modern services and unique benefits to its 
clients. The contract is valid indefinitely and is automatically renewed every year. 

As for the countries where NBG Group operates, Proxima+ has been implemented in their respective 
local languages and currencies. Therefore, Proxima+ users of Stopanska Banka shall receive a flexible 
system which fully meets their needs. The system shall be adapted to local market-specific 
requirements of Stopanska (functional, technical, legal, administrative, reporting), it shall 
communicate with accounting/SAP, core banking and other third-party systems, being fully integrated 
into the global installation of NBG Group where the system is centrally administered. 

 

The National Bank of Greece - NBG, with a strong presence in Greece and a dynamic profile in 
Southeastern Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean, has been offering a wide range of financial 
services including receivables management and factoring since 1994. Attuned with the changing and 
demanding requirements of the market and the tremendously increasing trend of factoring industry 
internationally, in 2009 NBG strategically decided to grow its factoring operations in Greece and 
abroad and chose Neurosoft's Proxima+ global and central operational platform following an 
international tender.  

Stopanska Banka AD (FYROM) is the fourth international factoring subsidiary now joining the 
Proxima+ central installation of NBG Group, following Ethniki Factors (Greece) in 2013, Banca 
Romaneasca (Romania) in 2011 and UBB (Bulgaria) in 2010. Stopanska Banka is a leading bank with 
the longest tradition in the market of FYROM, the biggest number of clients in retail and corporate 
segment, the most developed network, the largest portfolio of lending and deposit products and the 
largest assets in FYROM. 
 

Proxima+ has the benefit of multiple deployments across Europe and UAE, including multi-country 
installations, successful data migration and interfaces with various third-party systems. For start-up 
factors Proxima+ is “plug and play” and an instant business accelerator, whereas provided as 
Software-as-a-Service (SAAS) it offers even more accessibility options and cost benefits to financial 
institutions of all sizes. 

Neurosoft S.A., a Greek company, based in Athens, listed on the AIM Italia market which is organized 

and managed by the Italian Stock Exchange (ISIN GRS802003004,  Reuters NRST.MI, Bloomberg 

NRST:IM), today is a software provider supplying solutions that optimize business and operational 

processes with a view to maximizing customer profitability.  Neurosoft’s innovative integrated software 

systems in factoring, sports betting, business intelligence, liability management, transactions, and the 
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implementation of mission critical applications have provided tools to financial institutions, stock 

exchanges, telecom companies and sports betting operators in order to increase operating efficiencies, 

act on well-depicted real-time risk and liability analysis, and increase revenues and bottom-line 

capitalizing on sophisticated predictive analytics.  Neurosoft was founded in 1994 and became the first 

company to be floated in the AIM Italia market of the Milan Stock Exchange in 2009.  Integrae SIM 

S.p.A is Neurosoft’s Nominated Adviser for the AIM Italia market. 
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